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Kuch rang pyar

Kuch Rang Pyar Ke Aise BhiGenreSoap operaDescribed byStoryMahesh PandeyVikram KhuranaDurjoy DattaParag KulkarnniMitali BhattacharyaMousumi Choudhury Ar SharmaShashank ShekharScreenplayManoj TripathiShashank ShekharRaghuvir ShekhawatArundhati SharmaDialoguesDivya Nidhi SharmaAparajita
Sharma Director ByAkhilesh S. BhagatPrateek ShahNoel SmithJagrut MehtaCreative DirectorsDharam DhimanGagan PuriIshitaRiya SenguptaStarringShaheer SheikhErica FernandesSupriya PilgaonkarTheme music composerAdil-PrashantSubhajit MukherjeeArpita MukherjeeComposersDony Hazarika Udbhav
OjhaStatestasisSiorigindiNo. from seasons2No. episodes414ProductionProducersMamta Yash PatnaikYash PatnaikCinematographySatish ShettyManggesh MahadtyShahid AnsariEditorsKshitija KhandagaleShatrughan SinghVishwanath SinghCamera setupMulti-cameraRunning timeApprox. 22 minutesProduction
companiesBeyond Dreams Entertainment Pvt LtdInspire Films Pvt LtdReleaseOriginal NetworkSony Entertainment TelevisionPicture format576i1080i (HDTV)Original release29 February 2016 (20 2017. 2 November 2017-11-02 External linksKuch Rang Pyar Ke Aise BhiProduction website Kuch Rang Pyar Ke Aise Bhi
(transl. Some colors of love are like this too) is an Indian romantic drama TV series that aired on Sony TV from 29 February 2016 to November 2, 2017. [1] It starred Shaheer Sheikh, Erica Fernandes and Supriya Pilgaonkar. [2] The series is a realistic take on the romantic relationship between Dev and Sonakshi. The
show mainly revolves around its love story and its impact on the unique, close bond between Dev and his mother while exploring other family relationships. [3] A seven-year leap was introduced in January 2017. [4] It was shown that Dev had become a self-loving and carefree man, while Sonakshi had become a mature
businessman and single mother. [5] The exhibition originally ended on August 24, 2017. But in August 2017, the channel announced that the series will air in September 2017 in addition to the dev and Sonakshi interlinking episodes with its newborn. [6] Plot 1 This section may require cleaning to meet Wikipedia's quality
standards. A particular problem is: Per WP: TVPLOT each season description has less than 500 words. The 1st season section must be condensed. Please help improve this section if you can. (July 2020) (Learn how and when to remove this template report) The first season mainly focuses on the rollercoaster
relationship of Dev, his insecure mother, Ishwari, and his wife, Sonakshi. Devrath Dev Dixit is a wealthy, home-grown entrepreneur who lives in Delhi with his widowed mother Ishwari and three sisters Neha, Nikki and Ria. Neha is the eldest daughter who has no pleasant relationship with her mother, as she believes
Ishwari's semi-Dev believes he is what he is today just because of his mother's sacrifices, he loves her a lot and is very attached to her. Ishwari is very possessive of Dev and can't handle even the thought of sharing him with another woman as she fears the other woman will provoke him against him. Things begin to
change when Sonakshi Sona Bose enters their lives. Sona is a middle-class Bengali girl who works as a nutritionist to support her family, but Dev wants her to work as a personal nutritionist for ishwari, which she refuses initially, but later agrees because of her financial issues. Initially, she doesn't like Dev and finds her
arrogant Obhodro, but soon, her opinion changes after she starts observing Dev closely. She becomes friends with him and his sisters. She secretly begins to enjoy Dev in his caring attitude towards her and her family members, but isn't sure about her feelings. That's when Sona faces a road accident and gets severely
injured, and Dev goes out of his way to take care of her, that she realizes that she loves Dev, but hides it from him as she knows her financial status doesn't match, and feels he doesn't consider her more than a friend. Meanwhile, Dev's marriage gets arranged by Natasha Gujral, daughter of a wealthy businessman. Dev
agrees to marry her because of a business deal with Natasha's father, but is constantly confused about his feelings about him. Neha, who is in a relationship with Ranveer, tells Dev about what it feels like to be in love and asks him if he feels the same Natasha, but Dev begins to visualize Sona's place and is shocked.
Sona is heartbroken, so she decides not to attend Dev's involvement in faking the fever. The night before the engagement, Dev realizes his feelings about Sona and breaks his engagement, causing a rift between Natasha's father and Dev, but Ishwari is happy and supports him as she feels he is still very young to marry.
Meanwhile, Dev goes to Sona's house and proposes to her, much to Son's shock, as she felt he was already involved. They start dating secretly. Ishwari will soon learn about Dev and Sona's relationship. Although she liked Sona, she begins to feel very insecure over the idea of losing control of Dev. Ishwari agrees with
their marriage, only Dev's happiness, but soon goes into depression because the brazen fear of losing Dev Dev gets to know about it from his uncle, and decides to mess with Sona, but fails to move on from her. Ishwari feels to throw Sona out of Dev's life, she has to fix her marriage to someone else. She chooses Dr.
Ritwik Sen, and sends her alliance to Son's house. Ritwik turns out to be a very liberal-minded guy who has no problem with Sona's past and their marriage gets fixed. Dev gets to know about this and follows them everywhere. Sona believes she has to call Dev off her engagement so he sees her moving on, and moves
on herself. But Dev creates a scene of her engagement and Sona gets see him fainting. This makes Ritwik realize that Sona still loves Dev very much, and he breaks the involvement to unite them. Ishwari also now understands about Dev's depression and that he can't move on from Sona, she agrees about her
marriage, but now her and Dev's biggest challenge is to convince the half-sucable Sona. Sona refuses to marry Dev at first, but later agrees when Ishwari herself asks her. Sona and Dev get happily married. Here begins the dev and Sona problem, which belongs from two different cultures; Dev is a Brahmin and Sona,
bengali. Coincidentally, Sona's parents send her Fish as Shagun, which creates a big picture of a vegetarian in Dixit's house. Ishwari believes Sona might not be perfect for Dev because of cultural differences and she is trying her best to keep them separated to prove herself well. Meanwhile, Dev's sister, Neha, who
married Ranveer before Devakshi is not happy with her and comes back to Dixit's house. She is not happy to see Dev and Sona together because it reminds her of no marriage. She tries very hard to prove that Sona is impatient like her and even her marriage can break, but fails everytime. It makes him and Ishwari
smoke more than Sona. Ishwari's greedy sister in law, Radhrani aka Garib Ki Beti, who stays in Dixit's house with her family, wants her son Vicky to take over Dev's estate. Only Sona knows about her bad intentions, so Radharani manipulates Ishwari against Sona. But Vicky falls in love with Sona's cousin Elina and
marries her, much to Radharani's shock. Ishwari gets to know that Sona is pregnant and starts pampering her, but only then has it been discovered that Dev lied about Sona's pregnancy and she has only a 7% chance of conceiving. Dishearted with the thought of not seeing her grandchild, Ishwari takes both Dev and
Sona gynecologist, who discovers that they are both stressed, which is why the 7% chance doesn't work. For the doctor's advic, e Ishwari sends Dev and Sona for a trip to Shimla, but constantly disturbs what irkes Sona. She starts a fight with Dev over this, but soon they get intimate. Radharani and Vicky plot and tell
Ishwari about the whooping loan that Dev has given To Sona's brother, Saurabh. Ishwari is very heartbroken that Dev doesn't tell her about it. Radhrani provokes her by saying that Dev has gone out of her hands. When Dev and Sona return, a great fight breaks out between the Bose and Dixit families, in which Sona's
father, Bijoy, badly mouthes Ishwari, coming into Dev slapping him. Sona's parents feel offended and she leaves Dixit's house to be with her parents, but Radharani begins provoking Ishwari that Sona only cares about Dev's money, not Dev Sona hears that Dev has bought her house, throwing her and her family
homeless. Deeply heartbroken by Dev's behavior, she decides to end her marriage. Seven years later, Sona has become a successful businesswoman and Kolkata, with her family and daughter Suhana Soha. Dev has become vagabond and doesn't obey his mother anymore, believing that her and Sona are the cause of
his misery. He doesn't know about his daughter's presence and only loves his nephew, Raunau Goll. Due to some business reasons, Sona moves to Delhi and goes to Dev at the award function, set off insults him and clearly shows how much he hates her. Vicky sells half of Dev's office to Sona erroneously and Dev
fumes at teaching it. However, Sona refuses to return to the property and they both start working in the same office. Dev thinks Sona is in a relationship with her childhood friend, Jatin Roy and becomes jealous. However, Jatin feels Sona and Dev still love each other and want to unite them. Soha and Golu learn at the
same school and become good friends. Dev feels a strange attraction to Soha and soon looks up she is his daughter. He is angry at Sona for not telling him about his daughter, but Sona reveals that she came with the infant Soha to meet him, yet someone from his house didn't let them meet and told Sona to come back.
Ishwari assumes it was her and Dev is heartbroken. Dev meets Soha but she refuses to recognize her as her father and gives him an example of Bijoy on how he is a good father to her mom because he was always there for her. Dev decides to win Soha's heart and joins her in summer camp, with the help of Golu. After
seeing all the affections made by Dev, Soha accepts her as her father and expresses her desire to live with both parents. Just for Soha's sake, Dev decides to live in Bose's house for one week and Sona at the Dixit house next week. Dev arrives at Bose's house the first week. Though, a very quarrelling relationship with
Bijoy; but Dev devolops a good bond with Sona's mother Asha. Dev also helps in all the layouts of Saurabh's wedding and reveals to Asha (mistakenly), he was just worried about Sona all these years. That's when Asha and Saurabh realize Dev still loves Sona. After Saurabh's wedding, Sona arrives at Dixit's house, and
begins to get offended by Radharani again. But this time, Sona says she doesn't Bahu in this family anymore, she won't be inseed to teach her a lesson if she sees it. Radharani believes Sona has arrived with the intention of getting back into Dev's life. She mixed up a few pills of Dev juice to know everything. Dev gets
drunk but is saved by Sona. In this drunken state, Dev admits that he still loves Sona and wants her back in his life, but the next day he refuses that confession. Sona tells him they're just good friends because of Soha. Ishwari gets insecure to see Sona and Dev getting close and have a heart blockage due to stress. But
soon she gets to know that Sona actually helps Dev get Ishwari to get rid of her long-term blackmail, Khatri. This brings change to Ishwari and she starts liking Sona. understands Dev can only be happy when he is with Sona and becomes very adamant about bringing her son's happiness back to him. For that, his fake
remarriage drama dev and tells Sona to choose a bride for him, thinking that she will give up, but she agrees and convinces Dev Ishwari gets worried when Dev agrees to remarriage, but soon Dev discovers that he is only doing the drama to Sonakshi jekilousous. Bijoy takes the promise from Sona that she won't return
to Dev and it makes her stressed out as she loves Dev as well. Ishwari regrets not behaving well with Sona earlier and asks her to stop Dev from remarrying, but Sona refuses to be in love with Dev Ishwari to learn that Sona is outperforming her feelings for bijoy sake and asking her not to control her daughter like she did
with her son and lost her. Bijoy understands Sona still loves Dev and lets them reunite. Sona proposes to Dev and they reunite. Sona returns to Dixit's house. So far Dev understands how much she had suffered as a single mother and regrets insulting her earlier. Sona learns that Dev lived alone all these years and didn't
even attend any of his sister's weddings. Sona reunites him with her three sisters, and Neha apologises to them. Dev saves Sona from the danger of getting gang raped, after he becomes very possessive and starts controlling him. This irks Sona and she find herself in a big battle with Dev, but soon they solve their
problems and unite. Sona and Elina learn that it was actually Vicky who separated Devakshi. Elina urge Sona to tell their Dev, but Sona fears that the family will collapse again, so she forgives Vicky. This causes a change in Radharani's heart and she apologises to Sona for all her misdeeds. But Dev soon finds on it and
throws Vicky out of his house. Elina supports this decision until Dev slaps Vicky and she leaves the house with Golu. It breaks Suhana's heart as she feels that her parents don't give her enough time, and she had only one friend, Golu. Dev and Sona understood this and they generously celebrate Soha's birthday, where
it has been revealed it was Vicky who had been manipulating Soha all this time. But Dev decides to gift some property to secure Gol's future, and this brings a change to Vicky's heart. Sona discovers she's pregnant. Dev is very happy because he will get to live in the moments he missed, but his happiness is fleeting
when Sona discovers she is at risk of life. Dev and Ishwari are starting to take extra care. After a few months, Ronita gets into premature work and nervous Saurabh calls Sona. Ronita gives birth to a baby girl named Mishti. But Sona goes into work as well and give birth to a healthy baby boy named Shubh. Meanwhile
Vicky is coming back and apologizing for all his misdeeds and season 1 ending on a happy note, with an entire family reunion. Season 2 Second season mainly focuses on Dev and equation with his newborn son, Shubh. A few months after Shubh was born; Sona decides to join the post again, but faces severe problems
in treating her children and office at the same time. Ishwari asks him to quit his job. But Dev says he quit his job instead and handle the kids at home. He gives the office responsibility to Vicky. Sona and Ishwari don't like this idea first, but later decides to give one chance Dev Ishwari at first does not like her son staying
at home, but later adopts his new job. Dev turns out to be very good at handling household chores. Dev becomes RJ and starts inspiring several other men to help his wife. The show ends with a happy note with Shubh saying Papa and Maa for the first time. Cast Main Shaheer Sheikh as Devrath Dev Dixit: Ishwari and
Pankaj's son; Nikki, Riya and Neha's brother; Sonakshi's husband; Soha and Shubh's father Erica Fernandes as Dr. Sonakshi Sona Bose Dixit: Asha and Bijoy's daughter, Saurabh's sister, Dev's wife, Soha and Shubh's mother Supriyagaon Pilkar as Ishwari Tripathi Dixit: Baldev's sister; Pankaja widowed wife; Dev,
Nikki, Riya and Neha's mother; Soha and Shubh's paternal grandmother Recurring Aaliya Shah as Suhana Soha Bose Dixit: Sonakshi and Dev's Daughter; Shubh's sister Vidvaan Sharma as Shubh Bose Dixit: Son of Sonakshi and Dev; Soha's brother Prerna Panwar as Elena Bose: Vicky's wife; Son's cousin; Golu
mother Pragyaj Jain as Raunak Golu Tripathi: Elena and Vicky's son Jagat Rawat as Bijoy Bose: Uma's son; Asha's husband; Father of Saurabh and Sonakshi; Soha and Shubh's maternal grandfather Moon Banerrjee as Asha Bose: Bijoy's wife; Mother of Saurabh and Sonakshi; Soha and Shubh's maternal grandmother
Alpesh Dhakan as Saurabh Bose: Son of Asha and Bijoy; Sonakshi brother; Ronita's husband Rina Chakraborty as Uma Devi: Bijoy's mother; Saurabh and Sonakshi's father's grandmother Mushtaq Khan as Baldev Tripathi: Ishwari's brother; Radharani's husband; Vicky's father Alka Mogha as Radharani Tripathi:
Baldev's wife; Vicky's mother Vaibhav Singh as Vikram Vicky Tripathi: Radharani and Baldev's son; Cousin of Dev, Nikki, Riya and Neha; Elena's husband; Golu's father Aashika Bhatia as Nikki Dixit: Ishwari and Pankaj's daughter; Dev, Riya and Neha's sister; Lakshya's girlfriend Ankita Bahuguna as Riya Dixit: Ishwari
and Pankaj's daughter; Dev, Nikki and Neha's sister Chestha Bhagat as Neha Dixit: Ishwari and Pankaj's daughter; Dev, Nikki and Riya's sister; Ranveer's ex-wife Khushbu Thakkar as Ronita Mandal: Tara and Shankar's daughter; Saurabh's wife, Misti's mother Arjun Aneja as Ranveer Chaudhary: Neha's ex-husband
Vishesh Bansal as Young Dev Dixit Hemant Choudhary as Dr. Jaideep Sinha: Sonakshi's former boss Jay Soni as Dr. Rit Ritwick Senwick: Naveen's son; Sonakshi's former fiance Pankaj Kalra as Naveen Sen: Ritwick's father Roop Durgapal as Natasha Harish's daughter; Dev's former fiancee Pawan Chopra as Harish
Gujral: Natasha's father Karmveer Choudhary as Brijesh Khatri: Ishwari colleague and blackmail Ankit Gupta as Jatin Roy: Sonakshi's childhood friend and business partner Salman Shaikh as Inspector Prakash Mohile: Dev's good friend Anju Jadhav/Ekroop Bedi as Tina Singhal: Dev Secretary Mohit Sinha as Bunty
Makhija: Dev friend Geeta Saroha as Sonia: Ranveer's sister-in-law Ashwini Koul as Lakshya Pradhan: Nikki's friend; Ishwari's boss Romit Sharma as Kushal Roy: Sonakshi's prospective fiance Udit Gaur as Neil Lakhotia: Sonakshi's fake friend Amita Udgata as Dadi Bua: Pankaj's aunt Arpit Chaudhary as Ayaan
Vashishth: Sumita and Ranjeet's son; Riya's former fiance Aradhana Uppal as Sumita Vashishth: Ayaan's mother Faruqh Saeed as Ranjeet Vashishth: Ayaan's father Jhumma Mitra as Tara Mandal: Shankar's wife; Ronita's mother Ashiesh Roy as Shankar Mandal: Tara's husband; Ronita's father Twinkle Vashisht as
Payal: Dev prospective fiance Asma Badar as Nisha: Dev's former fiance Dimcy Aggarwal as Kajal: Malathi/Memsaab's daughter Armaann Tahil as Vineet Thakkar: Dev's Business Rival Series Episode Originally aired First aired Last aired 1 388 29 February 2016 24 August 2017 2 26 25 September 2017[7][8] 2017.
November Production After the successful completion of the one-year television series Yash Patnaik, Chairman and Managing Director of Beyond Dreams Entertainment known, showcasing a simple yet powerful story tells the story that he is happy because viewers quickly took the experiment with confidence. He
praised the leading players and went on to say: Shaheer and Erica are outstanding as Dev and Sonakshi. As participants both have grown tremendously with this show. Their understanding of character or prems is excellent. That's why their chemistry looks like magic. He also said that a positive way to show simplicity
clubbed with beauty along with a little gambling with characters, plots and story telling paid off in the end. Thanking Sony's TV management for giving the show a one-year extension, he said credit goes to his wife, Mamta Yash Patnaik, producer, chief creative director of Entertainment and co-founder of Beyond Dreams
Entertainment, for being the actual person behind the show's success. [9] Casting Shaheer Sheikh was chosen to play one of the show's leads. [10] He returns to Indian television after a two-year hiatus. Veteran actress Supriya Pilgaonkar was chosen to play the role of Shaheer's mother. [11] Actress Eric Fernandes
finished second in the lead. [12] She makes her television debut with the show. The Soundtrack Soundtrack from the show was composed by Adil-Prasant. The songs were sung by Subhajit Mukherjee and Arpita Mukherjee. On February 10, 2017, the channel released a collection of romantic songs as a Valentine's Day
special. [13] Tu Mujhme Mujhse Zyaada Hai (Duet) is one of the Most Romantic Hindi Title Songs among the shows broadcast by the channel. [14] No TitleLength1. Ye Lamhe Hazar Se3:17[15]2. Rang Rahi Hoon Ye Kaise Rang Mein1:33[16]3. Badle Se Din Aur Badli Se Raatein (Duet)4:26[17]4. Badle Se Din Aur Badli
Se Raatein (female)2:08[18]5. Tu Mujhme Mujhse Zyaada Hai (Male)2:10[19]6. Tu Mujhme Mujhse Zyaada Hai (female)2:27[20]7. Tu Mujhme Mujhse Zyaada Hai (Duet)4:04[21]8. Kismat Ke Likhe Khel Kisne Dekhe3:08[22]9. Kyun Is Dafa Tu Mujhse Yun Khafa Hai2:00[23]10. Waqt Ne Kiya Kya Haseen Sitam (Rebuilt
by music directors Adil-Prashant)N/A [24] Adaptations of Kuch Rang Pyar Ke Aise Bhi have been dubbed Tamil as Ini Ellam Vasanthame (only spring) and broadcast on Polimer TV, and Telugu as Amma Nenu O Ammayi (Mom, Me &amp; One Girl) and broadcast on Gemini TV. [25] It has also been named malayael as
Pranayavarnangal (Colors of Love) and was aired on Cairo TV. Internationally, the show airs on MBC Bollywood, dubbed Arabic as بلا وووو   (Face of Love), while the Miešu series is broadcast on Medu la 1ère as Couleurs d'Amour (Colors of Love). [26] Thanks to Sheikh's popularity in Indonesia, the show has also been
dubbed Bahasa as Dev &amp; Sona and airs on ANTV. [27] Awards and Nominations Of the Year Award Category Nominee Result Ref 2016 Gold Awards Best Female Debut Erica Fernandes Nominated [28] Best Supporting Actress Supriya Pilgaonkar Nominated for Best Onscreen Jodi Shaheer Sheikh and Erica
Fernandes Nominated for Best Television Show Inspire Film Nominated for Asiavision Awards Star Of The Year Shaheer Sheikh Won [29] Asian Spectators Television Awards Soap Of The Year Kuch Rang Pyar Ke Aise Bhi Won [30] Female Actor of the Year Erica Fernandes Won [30] Male Actor of the Year Shah Shah
Sheikh Sheikh Nominated [30] Indian Television Academy Awards Best Actor (popular) Shaheer Sheikh nominated for best actress in negative role Alka Mogha nominated for 2017 Lions Gold Awards Best Jodi (Popular) Shaheer Sheikh and Erica Fernandes Won [31] Best Actor in a Supporting Role Mushtaq Khan Won
Best Actress in a Supporting Role Supriya Pilgaonkar Won Indian Television Academy Awards Best Supporting Actress Supriya Pilgaonkar Nominated for Best Actor of the Year Fernandes nominated also see the list of programs broadcast by Sony Entertainment Television References ^ Although she spoke English, we
could hardly understand each other's emotions: Shaheer Sheikh. Indian Times. 14 January 2016. Retrieved 21 January 2016. ^ Kuch Rang Pyar Ke Aise Bhi written update of finale episode, August 24, 2017: Dev and Sona are blessed with a little boy; reuniting all families. Indian Times. 25 August 2017. 26 September
2017. ^ Shaheer Sheikh to play lead in Sony's new show Kuch Rang Pyar Ke Aise Bhi . ABP Live. 13 January 2016. Retrieved 21 January 2016. ^ Kuch Rang Pyaar Ke Aise Bhi take a 7 year leap: Dev and Sonakshi's looks will watch out for - Times of India. Retrieved 22 January 2017. ^ Kuch Rang Pyar Ke Aise Bhi
takes a 7-year jump. Dev becomes casanova, Sonakshi is the mother . 17 January 2017. Retrieved 22 January 2017. ^ Shaheer Sheikh-Erica Fernandes' Kuch Rang Pyar Ke Aise Bhi for revenge. Indian Express. 31 August 2017. Retrieved 31 August 2017. ^ SET India (October 18, 2017). Kuch Rang Pyaar Ke Aise Bhi
Season 2 promo – via YouTube. ^ Kuch Rang Pyaar ke Aise Bhi season 2 shoot begins, some pictures behind the scenes. Indian Times. Retrieved 9 September 2017. ^ Kuch Rang Pyar Ke Aise Bhi completes one year of the show's production shares big plans. Indian Times. Retrieved 1 March 2017. ^ Shaheer Sheikh
return with Kuch Rang Pyar Ke Aise Bhi. Indian Express. 25 January 2016. Retrieved 22 September 2019. ^ Service, Indo-Asian News (February 28, 2016). Not ready to play the role of grandparents yet: Supriya Pilgaonkar. India.com. Retrieved 22 September 2019. ^ Erica Fernandes thrilled about tv debut. Indian
Express. 27 January 2016. Retrieved 22 September 2019. ^ SET India (February 10, 2017). Valentine's Day Special Kuch Rang Pyar Ke Aise Bhi - All Romantic Songs Compilation - via YouTube. ^ SET India (February 10, 2017). VALENTINE'S DAY SPECIAL Most Romantic Hindi Title Songs – SET India – via
YouTube. ^ SET India (April 6, 2016). Kuch Rang Pyar Ke Aise Bhi - कुछ रगं 100 000 के ऐसे - Episode 28 - April 6, 2016. Content viewed june 30, 2016 – via YouTube. ^ SET India (May 2, 2016). Kuch Rang Pyar Ke Aise Bhi - कुछ रगं 1966 - episode 46 - 2 May 2016 - के ऐसे 2016 . Retrieved July 15, 2016 – via YouTube. ^
SET India (June 29, 2016). Kuch Rang Pyar Ke Aise Bhi - Badle Se Din Aur Badli Se Raatein - Song. Sony TV. Content viewed june 30, 2016 – via Facebook. ^ SET India (June 20, 2016). Kuch Rang Pyar Ke Aise Bhi - Tere Rangon Mein Kuch Rang Hai - Song. Content viewed june 30, 2016 – via YouTube. ^ SET



India (June 16, 2016). Kuch Rang Pyar Ke Aise Bhi - Tu mujhme mujhse zyaada hai - Song. Content viewed june 30, 2016 – via YouTube. ^ SET India (June 22, 2016). Song Tu Mujhme Mujhse Zyada Hai - Kuch Rang Pyar Ke Aise Bhi. Content viewed june 30, 2016 – via YouTube. ^ SET India (June 29, 2016). Kuch
Rang Pyar Ke Aise Bhi - Tu Mujh Mein Mujhse Jyada Hai - Song. Content viewed june 30, 2016 – via YouTube. ^ SET India (21 December 2016) Sonakshi and Dev Break Up - Kuch Rang Pyaar Ke Aise Bhi - Song. Content viewed on August 22, 2016 – via YouTube. ^ SET India (September 14, 2016). Kuch Rang Pyar
Ke Aise Bhi - कुछ रगं ऐसे in the 140-Maha Episode-Episode - September 12, 2016. Content viewed on October 8, 2016 on YouTube. ^ Review of the first episode after inflection!. fuzionproductions.com. Retrieved 19 January 2017. ^ From Ye Hai Mohabbatein to Naagin, here is a list of 10 Hindi tv shows of 2016. Indian
Times. ^ 12 January 2019 ^ Kuch Rang Pyar Pyar Ke Aise Bhi (January 1), set to air in Indonesia - Indian times. Retrieved 23 August 2016. ^ Gold Awards 2016 Nomination List: Divyanka Tripathi, Sriti Jha, Varun Kapoor &amp; Others Nominated. 25 May 2016. Retrieved 22 August 2016. ^ Here's why Kuch Rang Pyar
Ke's Erica Fernandez is super happy for the on-screen lover Shaheer Sheikh. Indian Times. Retrieved 22 August 2016. ^ A b c AVTA 2016: List of winners - BizAsia Media - The UK's only Asian media news site. It's a baasia. Retrieved 28 November 2016. ^ 23rd SOL LIONS GOLD AWARDS WINNERS LIST.
spicystarsmumbai.com. Retrieved 20 January 2017. External links Kuch Rang Pyar Ke Aise Bhi for IMDb Kuch Rang Pyar Ke Aise Bhi on YouTube Watch Kuch Rang Pyar Ke Aise Bhi for SonyLIV Retrieved from
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